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One2Own Presents Ultra Trendy Selection of Bracelets & Bangles

Hailed as a must-have accessory in current fashion circles, style enthusiasts will be keen to see
One2Own’s latest bracelet and bangle collection.

(PRWEB UK) 22 February 2013 -- Even though it is a relative new-comer, London-based boutique jewellery
site One2Own is already gaining a name for the quality, flair and affordability of their items. The brand is now
set to stir up fresh excitement amongst fashionistas with their fresh collection of outstanding bracelets and
bangles.

As seen in this year’s Autumn 2013 London Fashion Week (15 – 19 February) as well as at other high profile
catwalk events recently, one of the top current accessory trends are bracelets and bangles, from the glamorously
elegant varieties adorned with glistening gems to the chunky, colourfully contemporary range designed to make
a bold impact.

The dedicated section at One2Own’s website now offers an outstanding selection of styles and designs for these
jewellery accessories, all expertly crafted and ranging in price to suit every budget. Their collections span items
for both men and women as well as for the child at heart – such as the Disney Couture Tinkerbell Inspired
Bangle inscribed with ‘Believing Is Just The Beginning’ retails for just £14.95.

Jewellery fans will be surprised at how much more affordable the One2Own collection of bangles and bracelets
are compared to High Street price tags, as well as the discount deals that the retailer regularly offers. For
example, an uber-trendy Shamballa friendship bracelet has been slashed in price from £24.95 to just £9.95.

Other attractive bargains on fashionable, beautifully crafted items include the urban-smart black and silver
adjustable friendship bracelet (unisex) for only £14.95, the designer Elanza Bangkok Collection sterling silver
bracelet complete with sparkling Austrian crystals for £24.95, the graceful Shamballa Swallowtail Butterfly
bracelet for £25.95, the edgy Italio Boutique Collection silver bracelet for £39.95 and a vintage-inspired sterling
silver bracelet for just £49.95.

On the pure luxury end of the spectrum, connoisseurs will also find the prices surprisingly inexpensive
compared to most jewellery retailers – a sophisticated designer Elanza white diamond bracelet can be had for
£74.95, the hand-crafted multi-coloured jade and agate bracelet is just £99.95, an exquisite diamond charm
bracelet retails for only £124.95, the unforgettable Northern Lights mystic topaz bracelet with yellow gold
overlay is £195 and the J Francis designer bracelet made with SWAROVSKI ZIRCONIA is a mere £249.95.

Topping the crème de la crème, discerning collectors will not be able to resist the superb 15.750 carat tanzanite
bracelet, retailing for just £1,125. This stunning, vibrant blue gemstone is extremely rare as it can only be found
in one place in the world - Tanzania, Africa.

Head of Ecommerce at One2Own, Robby Sur, spoke of their latest collection: “Since our company is
passionate about jewellery, we always endeavour to offer our customers outstanding quality along with the
latest styles and trends. With our fresh range of high-end bracelets and bangles, we wanted to give people the
opportunity to keep up with one of the top fashion must-have’s without breaking their bank balance.”
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Contact Information
Mike Wall
One2Own
http://www.one2own.com/
0844 375 2525

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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